
Материалы демоверсии переводного экзамена по английскому языку 

в 7-х классах 

I 
 

I. You will hear a conversation between a girl, Alice, and a boy, Sam, about a play 

their school is doing called Romeo and Juliet. Decide if each sentence is correct 

or incorrect. If it is correct, choose A. If it is not correct, choose B. 

  1. They are going to have the practice outdoors today. 

2. Sam has decided he no longer wants to be Romeo. 

3. Alice agrees with Miss Hayes about Sam’s voice. 

4. Sam agrees that Alice should speak to Miss Hayes about the problem. 

5. Alice persuades Sam to take a smaller part in the play. 

6. Someone is needed to produce the scenery. 

 

II 

Reading 

Why do men wear beards? 

When you see a man with a beard, doesn’t he somehow look impressive and important? In 

the history of the man, this has been the way people looked upon beards. It was a sign of 

manhood. 

That’s why you will find that in ancient times, when an important person was shown, he was 

usually shown with a beard. The Greek god, Zeus, was shown with a beard; drawings 

representing God showed a beard; Abraham and King Arthur were always pictured with 

beards. 

In the western civilization, there is no general rule about beards. Sometimes they were 

considered stylish and right for men to have, sometimes no man would want to be seen with 

a beard. 

Long before the conquest of England by the Normans, the beard was considered 

unfashionable and not worn by men. Then the style changed and beards became popular 

again. The kings of England, who set the fashions that men followed, demonstrated different 

tastes for beards. For example, Henry II had no beard, Richard II had a small beard, Henry 

III had a long beard.  

By the middle of thirteenth century, most men were wearing full and curled beards, and it 

was common in the fourteenth century. Then beards disappeared again during the fifteenth 

century, and slowly began to come back into fashion with the sixteenth century. It was Henry 

VIII who made the beards fashionable again. 

During the time of Queen Elizabeth I, lawyers, soldiers, courtiers, and merchants all had 

beards. But when Ann became the queen of England, nobody who was anybody wore either 

a beard or moustache, or whiskers. In fact, when George III was imprisoned and his beard 

was allowed to grow, many of his followers felt this was the most horrible and insulting 

thing of all.  

So you see that shaving the beard off for a man has not been a question of having a razor. 

These have existed for thousands of years. To wear a beard or not has been simply a question 

of style. 

 



Mark the statements are true false or not stated: 
1. In ancient times people believed that a beard made a man look more important. 

2. Fashion for beards changed with times. 

3. In the British Isles men began shaving their beards off only as result of the Norman 

conquest.  

4. All English kings wore small beards. 

5. Henry VIII lived in the sixteenth century. 

6. King George’s beard grew 30 cm long. 

7.  The greek god Zelus was shown with a beard. 

8. During the time of Queen Elizabeth I, layers, soldiers, countries, and merchants had no      

bears. 

9. Henry III had a small bear. 

10. The beards disappeared again during the fourteenth century. 

 

 

III 

Use of English 

 

1. Choose the right variant to fill in the gap: 
A: 

1. Mike____________________play the piano very well. And what about you? 

a) can          b) should       c)  must 

2.We____________________hurry. We’ve got plenty of time. 

a) can’t        b) needn’t       c) must 

3. You___________________drive carefully on a busy road. 

 a) can          b) may            c) should 

4. ______________________I smoke here? « No, you mustn’t 

  a) must        b) may            c) should 

5. You _______________use my dictionary as long as you like. 

 a) must          b) have to      c) may 

6. When I was young, I _______________run for miles. 

a) could           b) must    c) should 

7. Where are my gloves? — I … put them on because it’s cold today.  

a) can’t b) have to  c) needn’t 
B: 

1. We hard/hardly know the rules. She knows the rules good/well. 

2. The much/more you know, the better/best you answer. 

3. John used to go out/went out a lot when he was younger. 

4. Amanda is my best friend who/which I can always rely on. 

5. The house stands where/that the road turns to the left. 

6. Do you like the present which/whose we gave you? 

7. I have lived in this place both/all my life.  

8. Have we got any cucumbers left? No, there are none/neither. 

9.  I asked two friends to help me with the test, but either/neither of them knew the answer. 

10. The baby has been sleeping since/for 2 o’clock. 

 

 



2. Open the brackets to make the sentences complete.  

1.  I (to type) this text for 2 hours and then found it on the Internet. 

2. After she (to finish) her homework she read a comic. 

3. Please, don’t take that book.  John (to read) it. 

4. We (to take) a midnight boat across the Channel tomorrow. 

5. I think, I (to go) to Paris next summer. 

6. Yesterday Ann (to see) a strange man leaving the house.  

7.  When you called I (to take) shower. 

 

3. Express the same using passive constructions. 

1. Kate was writing a letter to her friend at 6 o’clock yesterday. 

2. Sally is doing her homework at the moment. 

3. He will read this book tomorrow. 

4. They signed the contract 2 days ago. 

5. They develop  new products regularly.  

6. You must do this task. 

7. Have you corrected the mistakes? 

8. Vera has to buy the ticket. 

 

4. Gerund or infinitive: choose the correct form. 
1. They denied (to steal) money. 

2. The boy’s father promised (to pay) for the broken window. 

3. I hope (to see) you soon. 

4 .He gave up (to smoke). 

5. I don’t want  (to go/going) out tonight. I am too tired. 

6. Try to avoid (to make) him angry. 

7. He suggested … (to buy/buying) some food. 

8. Harry can’t stand … (to work/working) on Saturdays. 

 

5. Conditionals. Use the right form of the verb. 

1.If you (to heat) __________ iron, it (to start) ____________ to get red hot and then white 

hot.                                                                                                                                          

2.If we (not go) ________ to your friend's party, I never (meet) _________ Alan.                   

3.If train fares (be) _________ cheaper, more people (use) _________ them                         

4.If the government (lose) __________ the next election, the Prime Minister (resign) 

________ from politics.                                                                                                                

 

Writing 

You have received a letter from your English-speaking pen friend Mary who writes: 

 

…Summer is coming and I want to look my best: healthy, energetic and physically fit. So 

I’m trying to eat plain, natural food, have enough sleep at night and I have recently joined 

a fitness club. Do you do anything special to stay healthy? What makes people healthy and 

strong? What do you think about a healthy lifestyle? 
 

Write a letter to Mary. 



In your letter answer her 3 questions. 

Write 80-100 words. Remember the rules of letter writing. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Keys ( демоверсия переводного экзамена по английскому языку в 7-хклассах) 
 

Listening: 
II. 1. A 2.B 3.B 4.B 5.B 6. A 

 

Reading:  
1. true 

2. true 

3. false 

4. false  

5. true  

6. not stated 

7.  not stated 

8. false 

9. false 

10. false 

 

 

Use of English: 

1. Keys to A (modal verbs): 1 a,  2 b, 3 c, 4 b, 5 c, 6 a, 7 b 

Keys to B: 1 hardly, well  

2. more, better     

3. used to go     

4. who     

5. where    

6. which 

7. all     

8. none   

9. neither   

10. since 

 

Keys to grammar tenses:   

1) had been typing, 2) had finished, 3) is reading , 4) are taking, 5) will go,6) saw , 7) was 

 

Keys to passive voice:  

1) A letter was being written at 6 o’clock yesterday by Kate. 

2) Sally’s homework is being done at the moment. 

3) The book will be read tomorrow. 

4) The contract was signed yesterday. 

5) New products are developed regularly.  

6) This task must be done by you. 



7) Have the mistakes been corrected by you? 

8) The ticket has to be bought by Vera. 

 

Keys to gerund or infinitive: 1) stealing, 2) to pay, 3) to see, 4) smoking, 5) to go, 6) 

making, 7) buying, 8) working. 

Keys to conditionals.1) heat / starts, 2) hadn't gone / would have never met, 3) were / would 

use, 4) 4 loses / will resign.  

 

   

 


